
The Saviors in Now Times ??!!
R&D on renewable energy power generation would determine the world's destiny?!,then the

world cooperation is essential to prevent pressure from the wicke spirit in high place.

[ ] Nikola Tesla the Great Electrician in 20th century.
Serbian the Great Nikola Tesla (Introduction of virtual contents of Nikola Tesla Museum)

https://www.city.fujimi.saitama.jp/miru_tanoshimu/tokyo2020/host_town/serbia_nikolatesla.html

It is ignored from textbooks, development of modern AC power generation system, contribution

to numerous inventions from wireless communication to remote control equipment, etc.

Especially as for the MaginifyingTransmitter<scalr wave generator the energy creation from

nothing>, by US governmentoil and oil industry collusion,his R & D was hampered . What is

unusual is that his invention is not normal a trial-and-error development, he had a physics

education, but no mention on quantum physics?, but rather classical theory such as Etel? .

Author reexamined his works by modern physics theory.And recent years,also he engaged in

recovering his works by modern style.Then ,also he encounter something visble and invisible

troubles.The former is essentially caused by Japanese Police the lawless.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/when-globalists-crossed-rubicon-assassination-shinzo-abe/5786559

https://comedonchisciotte.org/lassassinio-dellarciduca-shinzo-abe/

http://777true.net/Growing-Electric-Power-by-Tesla-Tornado-Circuit-2.pdf

Yesterday,author noticed the doc in USB was broken.Others documents are missing in CPU.

[ ] Elon Musk the Reincarnation of Nikola Tesla ?
We entirely wish the conservative US goverment would not re-fail such as case of Tesla.

Was Elon Musk's "the blown words and the deeds" just an outrage? 2022.8.5

inversticating the turmoil caused by Tesla, SpaceX, and Twitter and its true intentions

https://jbpress.ismedia.jp/articles/-/71232

At the beginning of various business proposals, everyone thought that there was too

outrageous, but in the later, he succeeded in rapid succession.

Was it Elon Musk when he reincarnated? Too creepy in common with Nikola Tesla,
Carapia, June 20, 2022

https://www.excite.co.jp/news/article/Karapaia_52313446/

Yes that is right !
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[ ] Toward Overcoming Climate Collapse    
A despair in USA is there is no railroad bus public transportation, but overwhelming

dependence on vehicles that emit a large CO2, and if both electric vehicle transition< estab-

technology> and renewable energy power generation<now in R&D??> are realized,

one would be solved, and at the same time ,it would be a global relief. ..

Elon Musk Announces Carbon Dioxide Recovery Technology January 13, 2022
https://earth.org/elon-musk-to-launch-carbon-capture-technology-and-convert-to-rocket-fuel

/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI5bW2p8Cp-QIV9tdMAh3L5AqAEAAYAyAAEgIzr_D_BwE

Where does Elon Musk really stand in the fight against climate change?
January 17, 2022,

https://www.forbes.com/sites/margooge/2022/01/17/where-does-elon-musk-really-stand-on-

fighting-climate-change/?sh=2c1baec1471d

Elon Musk Exacerbates Climate Change: New Research:
Space Travel Makes Earth Confirm that it is destroyed June 2022 29
https://www.salon.com/2022/06/29/elon-musk-space-tourism-climate-change-worse/

Also author sees that space travel is impossible due to the existence of the intense radiation

in Van Allen belt.

Elon Musk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elon_Musk

He doesn't have to be a saint at all,

but the world just prays for them to produce strong results.

REFERENCE:
 The Quest For Overunity
http://jnaudin.free.fr/

Author express strong thanks to Jean-Louis Naudin(France).Without their wide range

dedication,also this overunity work could not be.

 Private communication.
About 20 years ago,I met Dr Shuichi Inomata(N machine developper)and his coleague,

without which,author did not concern with so called “free energy development”.

 Without low cost and stable electronic parts venders with home delively traders,

this overunity work could not be.Thank them very much
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